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Abstract
The oceanic bottom mixed layer (BML) is a well mixed, weakly stratified, turbulent bound-
ary layer. Adjacent to the seabed, the BML is of intrinsic importance for studying ocean 
mixing, energy dissipation, particle cycling and sediment-water interactions. While deep-
seabed mining of polymetallic nodules is anticipated to commence in the Clarion-Clip-
perton Zone (CCZ) of the northeastern tropical Pacific Ocean, knowledge gaps regarding 
the form of the BML and its potentially key influence on the dispersal of sediment plumes 
generated by deep-seabed mining activities are yet to be addressed. Here, we report recent 
field observations from the German mining licence area in the CCZ that characterise the 
structure and variability of the BML locally. Quasi-uniform profiles of potential tempera-
ture extending from the seafloor reveal the presence of a spatially and temporally vari-
able BML with an average local thickness of approximately 250 m. Deep horizontal cur-
rents in the region have a mean speed of 3.5 cm s−1 and a maximum speed of 12 cm s−1 at 
18.63 ms above bottom over an 11 month record. The near-bottom currents initially have a 
net southeastward flow, followed by westward and southward flows with the development 
of complex, anticyclonic flow patterns. Theoretical predictions and historical data show 
broad consistency with mean BML thickness but cannot explain the observed heterogene-
ity of local BML thickness. We postulate that deep pressure anomalies induced by passing 
surface mesoscale eddies and abyssal thermal fronts could affect BML thickness, in addi-
tion to local topographic effects. A simplified transport model is then used to study the 
influence of the BML on the interplay between turbulent diffusion and sediment settling 
in the transport of deep-seabed mining induced sediment plumes. Over a range of realis-
tic parameter values, the effects of BML on plume evolution can vary significantly, high-
lighting that resolving the BML will be a crucial step for accurate numerical modelling of 
plume dispersal.
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Article Highlights

• Field observations detail the presence of bottom mixed layer in the abyss of the Clar-
ion-Clipperton Zone in the northeastern tropical Pacific

• Mean local thickness of the layer is approximately 250 m, with large spatial and tempo-
ral heterogeneity that needs further understanding

• The transport of benthic sediment plumes generated by deep-seabed mining can be 
greatly influenced by bottom mixed layer variability

Keywords Bottom mixed layer · Clarion-Clipperton Zone · Pacific Ocean · Deep-seabed 
mining · Sediment plume dispersal

1 Introduction

The oceanic bottom mixed layer (BML), also known as the benthic boundary layer when it 
was initially described [1], is a widespread feature of the global ocean abyss and refers to 
the lowermost part of the water column directly adjacent to the seafloor. Active mixing pro-
moted by processes such as bottom shear and internal wave breaking leads to weak strati-
fication and a quasi-homogeneous layer characterised by quasi-uniform vertical profiles of 
potential temperature, salinity, density, and other properties [2, 3]. First documented and 
characterised extensively in the western North Atlantic to be of O(10 – 100 m) in thickness 
[4], the BML is considered to play a critical role in ocean mixing, circulation, and energy 
dissipation [5–7], as well as in the cycling of particles and particle-reactive biogeochemical 
constituents [8–10].

The turbulent nature of the BML has largely been measured indirectly. In the Hatteras 
abyssal plain of the western North Atlantic, apparent vertical eddy diffusivities were esti-
mated from radon-222 ( 222Rn), a naturally-occurring short-lived radioisotope, to be of O
(50 cm2 s−1 ) in the BML and of O(1 cm2 s−1 ) above it in the interior ocean [11]. In efforts 
to characterise the spatial distribution of deep ocean mixing intensity, field studies found 
that in the deep equatorial and South Atlantic, the diapycnal diffusivities at mid-depths 
were of O(0.1 cm2 s−1 ) but reached values above 5 cm2 s−1 in the bottom-most 150 m of the 
water column above the Mid-Atlantic Ridge; the greatest estimated diapycnal diffusivity of 
150 cm2 s−1 was found at the Romanche Fracture Zone along the equatorial section of the 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge [12, 13].

The physical conditions prevailing at abyssal depths in the Eastern Pacific have been 
poorly investigated. With recent rising interests in polymetallic nodule mining in the 
Clarion-Clipperton Zone (CCZ), a deep region (depths > 4000 m) with a gently westward 
sloping seafloor and scattered abyssal hills with occasional 1000–2000 m tall seamounts 
extending from the East Pacific Rise to Hawaii, there is a pressing need to understand the 
flow and dynamics of the bottom water column in the region [14]. In an extensive field 
hydrographic survey in the late 1970s, Hayes [15] noted weak benthic stratification, yet 
the author was unable to conclude on whether a BML was present in the region due to 
inadequate resolution of the temperature measurements. Two recent global compilations of 
BML thickness estimates, based on hydrographic data from the World Ocean Database and 
the archived World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) data, found that a BML up to 
500 m in thickness may exist in the region [3, 16]; however, no recent observational study 
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of the BML had been conducted specific to the region. Sporadic current meter observations 
in deep water column were made in this region during the Deep Ocean Mining Environ-
mental Study (DOMES) program, the Manganese Nodule Project (MANOP), and a series 
of field experiments of the Russian Academy of Science between the  1970s and 1980s. 
Bottom currents were found to be predominantly weak (averaged 2–6 cm s−1 ), with maxi-
mum speeds of approximately 12–15 cm s−1 between 4 and 8 metres above bottom (m.a.b.), 
and they were characterised by alternations of strong, quasi-unidirectional currents with 
low frequency motions [15, 17, 18].

Commercial mining activities of polymetallic nodules (baseball sized concretions 
on the seabed comprising critical minerals such as nickel and cobalt), regulated by the 
International Seabed Authority, are expected to commence in the CCZ in the coming 
decade, yet many asepcts of the potential environmental impact are still poorly under-
stood [14]. In the deep water column, a key environmental consideration is the release 
of sediment plumes generated by nodule collector vehicles traversing on the seabed 
[19]. The released plume particles would form (i) gravity currents [20] and (ii) associ-
ated ambient plumes with suspended small particles (typically with diameter < 63 � m) 
that behave largely as passive tracers [21]. The creation and dispersal of ambient plumes 
can be considered essentially as the artificial processes of resuspension and transport of 
sediment particles. In the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean, long-term nephelometer obser-
vations found that the deep water column had low suspended particulate matter con-
centrations of typically 4–8 �g  l−1 [17]. Although occurrences of benthic storms (also 
known as deep-sea storms) induced by deep-reaching surface anticyclonic eddies were 
reported in the region, there was little evidence of natural sediment resuspension events 
due to abyssal current flows [17, 18, 22, 23]. Nevertheless, eddy-related abyssal current 
variability has been characterised by changes in both directions and speeds of the flow, 
and therefore benthic storm occurrences may be important in predicting the horizontal 
extent of mining-generated benthic plume dispersal [18, 22–24].

Little attention has been paid to the vertical extent of benthic plume dispersal, especially 
in the context of deep-seabed mining. Elevated levels of particle concentration originat-
ing from recurring natural resuspension of seabed sediments have been observed in the 
abyssal water column of global oceans where strong bottom flows (typically with speeds 
> 20 cm s −1 ) have been reported [25]. Intense turbulent mixing in the BML has been found 
to partially explain the high particle concentration levels in the lower portion of the benthic 
nepheloid layer formed of naturally resuspended fine sediments, particularly in the western 
North Atlantic [10, 26]. In the CCZ, whilst the relatively tranquil abyssal flows may not be 
sufficiently strong to resuspend bottom sediments locally [17], the mining-generated ambi-
ent plume may provide a persisting anthropogenic particle source analogous to recurring 
natural resuspension.

Recently, a long array with high-resolution temperature sensors deployed by the 
Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research in the CCZ showed a well-mixed, near-
homogeneous turbulent bottom layer, with strong temporal variation in its thickness 
between 7 and 100  m with a mean around 65  m [27]. The vertical eddy diffusivity 
was estimated to vary between O(10−5 − 10−2 m 2 s −1) from the top to the bottom, with 
two peaks at 10 m.a.b. and 65 m.a.b. attributable to bottom friction and internal-wave 
induced turbulence, respectively (Figure 11 of van Haren [27]), which can affect sedi-
ment resuspension and transport. The release and farfield transport of fine sediments 
from deep-seabed mining operations can introduce anthropogenic disturbances to abys-
sal ecosystems [28]. While deep-sea ecology, and to what extent the sediment plumes 
could influence the benthic biota and ecosystem functioning, is beyond the scope of 
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this study, the scales and extent to which the fine sediments can be transported away 
from mining sites are central to their environmental impact assessment [19]. Important 
questions concerning the potential environmental impact of mining-generated bottom 
plumes therefore arise: (i) What are the characteristics of water properties and flows 
in the deep water column in the CCZ? (ii) How homogeneous or heterogeneous is the 
BML in the CCZ? (iii) In what way does the presence of BML affect the transport of 
fine sediment plumes?

In this study, we address these aforementioned questions by examining the bottom water 
and current conditions in the deep-seabed mining trial area licensed to the German Fed-
eral Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources (BGR) in the CCZ from recent field 
experiments (Fig. 1). The paper is organised as follows. First, the data from BGR licensed 
area used in this study is described, followed by a characterisation of the water proper-
ties, benthic stratification, and flow conditions. We then compare the estimates of BML 
thicknesses from field data to theoretical scaling prediction in an attempt to rationalise 

Fig. 1  Oceanographic context of the Clarion-Clipperton Zone: a Regional bathymetric map with major 
topographic features, b Inset bathymetric map of the BGR licensed area, c Potential temperature ( �)–salin-
ity (S) diagram based on full-depth CTD casts from the BGR area. Dot points in a and b are locations of 
full-depth CTD casts considered in this study. The white cross in b marks the location of the ADCP ocean 
bottom mooring (OBM) deployed during the BGR 2018 experiment. Bathymetric data from the 2-minute 
resolution ocean depth database Global Multi-Resolution Topography [29]. Overlaid in c are water masses 
characteristic of the Tropical Surface Water (TSW), Subtropical Surface Water (STSW), Antarctic Interme-
diate Water (AAIW), and the Lower Circumpolar Water (LCPW) [30]. Potential density anomaly contours 
(in kg m −3 ) in c are calculated from the Gibbs-SeaWater Oceanographic Toolbox [31])
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the estimates. Thereafter, we discuss the observed variability of BML in comparison with 
hydrographic data from an eastern tropical Pacific transect of WOCE Hydrographic Pro-
gramme (P04E), as well as the potential influence of mesoscale eddies on its variability. 
Finally, we use a simplified model of sediment transport to investigate the influence of the 
BML on the dispersal of sediment plumes induced by deep-seabed mining. Brief conclud-
ing remarks and prospects for future research follow at the end.

2  Field sampling

The BGR holds an exploration license for manganese nodules with the International Sea-
bed Authority since 2006. To study the impacts and risks of deep sea mining during the 
early-stage prototype trials, the European Joint Programming Initiative for Healthy and 
Productive Seas and Oceans (JPI Oceans) launched the environmental monitoring pro-
gramme Mining Impact. As part of this programme, R/V Kilo Moana cruises KM-13 
(April 2013), KM-14 (April 2014) and R/V Sonne cruise SO-262 (May–June 2018) col-
lected a total of 12 Sea-Bird Scientific SBE 19 plus conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) 
measurements with a sampling frequency of 4 Hz and a temperature sensor precision of 
0.0001◦C , throughout the entire water column in the BGR licensed area of CCZ (Fig. 1). 
In 2013, three full-depth CTD cast profiles were sampled closely at sites near 117.0◦W , 
11.9◦N ; in 2014, the three full-depth CTD cast profiles were sampled at sites near 117.2◦W , 
11.3◦N ; and in 2018, the first three cast profiles were sampled at sites almost identical to 
2013 sites, with another three cast profiles sampled further to the west or east, with one site 
particularly located next to a seamount at 116.5◦W , 11.8◦N (Fig. 1). Bottom depths at the 
CTD sampling sites varied between 4083 and 4343 m (Table 1).

In addition to hydrographic data, bottom current velocity was measured by an upward-
oriented Teledyne RD Instrument Workhorse Sentinel 600 kHz acoustic-Doppler current 
profiler (ADCP) on an ocean bottom mooring (OBM) deployed during the SO-262 cruise 
near the mining trial site at 117.0◦W , 11.9◦N with a bottom depth of 4089 m (Fig. 1). The 
ADCP had a sampling precision of 0.1 cm s−1 , a bin size of 1.5 m and a blanking distance 
of 2.66 m, with a a sampling frequency of 0.56 Hz and an ensemble time of 45 min. Time 
series of current velocities at four heights between 8 and 20 m.a.b. were recorded for 320 
days from 14 April 2018 to 1 March 2019.

3  Observations

3.1  Hydrography

To eliminate the effect of compression at great depths, in situ temperature was converted 
into potential temperature, with a reference pressure at 4000 dbar, using the nonlinear 
equation of state in the Gibbs-SeaWater Oceanographic Toolbox [31, 32]. Compilation of 
potential temperature ( � ) and salinity (S) data from CTD casts in the BGR region from 
years 2013, 2014, and 2018 reveals that several water masses are present in this region 
from the surface to the abyss. The � − S diagram shows the presence of the Tropical Sur-
face Water (TSW), the Subtropical Surface Water (STSW), the Antarctic Intermediate 
Water (AAIW), and the Lower Circumpolar Water (LCPW), typical of the hydrography 
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of the eastern tropical North Pacific [30] (Fig. 1). In the upper water column where TSW 
and STSW are present, salinity increases monotonically as potential temperature decreases 
down to approximately 10 ◦C , where a gradient reversal in salinity is present. Freshening 
of the mid-water column, characterised by a salinity minimum on the � − S diagram, is 
attributed to the presence of southern-sourced AAIW, consistent with previous observa-
tions along P04E section [33]. Below the salinity minimum, salinity increases again 
monotonically as potential temperature decreases; the deepest waters (from the seabed to 
1000 m.a.b. at each sampling station) have an average � of 1.6 ◦C and an average S of 34.68. 
These values are characteristic of LCPW (see inset Fig. 1c) and consistent with historical 
observations in the region [15, 34].

3.2  Bottom mixed layer

The vertical profiles of � show that the lowermost 1000 m of the water columns can be 
characterised by two regions (Fig. 2): a lower region adjacent to the seabed with a quasi-
uniform � and small vertical gradients, overlaid by an upper region with non-uniform val-
ues of � with larger vertical gradients. Close visual examination of the vertical profiles of � 
reveals that the vertical extent of the lower region varied between approximately 50 m and 
500 m, indicating the presence of a heterogeneous, well-mixed boundary layer that resem-
bles the characteristics of a BML [4, 35–37]. While there is no consensus on the exact 
definition of a BML, a number of operational definitions have been proposed to quantify 
the thickness of this bottom layer. For its well-mixed nature, we first use a mixed-layer 
quality index (QI) as an attempt to quantify the degree of uniformity of the vertical profile 
of � [38]:

Here, �ML is the standard deviation of � within the proposed mixed layer, and �1.5ML is the 
standard deviation of � over the depth interval extending from the seabed to 1.5 times the 
proposed mixed layer thickness. A value of QI exceeding 0.8 would indicate that the pro-
posed layer is a well-developed mixed layer, whereas a value of QI smaller than 0.5 would 
indicate that a mixed layer is not present [38]. This method has been used as part of a study 

(1)QI = 1 −
�ML

�1.5ML

.

Fig. 2  Vertical profiles of the difference in potential temperature from the lowermost measurement in the 
water column for CTD casts taken in 2013, 2014, and 2018 in the BGR region (from left to right panels, 
respectively). Coloured vertical profiles in 2018 are CTD casts taken in areas away from the 117◦W meri-
dien: SO262-121 (green) is located near 116◦W away from topographic features, SO262-164 (blue) is west 
to 117◦W to the north of a seamount, SO262-169 (red) is east to 117◦W at the base of a 2000-m tall sea-
mount
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to map the global distribution of the BML thickness [3] and an attempt to characterise the 
BML thickness at a number of sites in the western North Atlantic region where a turbid 
benthic nepheloid layer was observed [10]. Using this definition, we find that a BML with 
a thickness between 68 m and 475 m is present at all 12 BGR sampling sites, with an aver-
age BML thickness of 277 m and a standard deviation of 150 m (Table 1).

The definition of QI (Eq.  1) could appear arbitrary, however, as it is unclear why a 
height scale difference by a factor of 1.5 is considered, instead of other values. Field obser-
vations, on the other hand, further motivate us to consider the two following properties 
for identifying the BML: (i) the vertical � gradient criterion and (ii) the vertical buoyancy 
gradient criterion. Both methods allow us to identify regions with well-mixed properties, 
with (i) identifying the super-adiabatic region of the water column and (ii) identifying the 
region with small buoyancy flux and weak stratification. In a region close to our study area 
within the CCZ, Hayes [15] noted that within the bottom 200 m at two sampling sites (with 
water depths ∼4500 m), the vertial � gradients were found to be of O(1 × 10−5 ◦Cm−1

) , 
with a mean buoyancy frequency within the bottom 200 m of 1.9 × 10−4 s −1 and 3.0 × 10−4 
s −1 found at the two sites, respectively. Motivated by the visible difference between the 
vertical � gradients within the BML and the water column above it (Fig. 2), we quantify 
the thickness of the BML by introducing a vertical � gradient threshold of 1 × 10−4 ◦Cm−1 , 
as indicated by Thorpe [39] for identifying the super-adiabatic region of the water column 
(a similar value of 1.2 × 10−4 ◦Cm−1 was first proposed by Wimbush and Munk [1]). With 
the criterion of ��∕�z ≤ 1 × 10−4 ◦Cm−1 , the BML is found among all 12 sampling sites, 
with varying thicknesses between 170 and 465 m. The average thickness is 298 m, with a 
standard deviation of 97 m (Table 1).

The vertical buoyancy gradient, related to buoyancy frequency and as a function of the 
vertical density gradient, describes stratification and is an alternative property that can be 
used to identify the BML:

Table 1  Thickness of weakly stratified bottom boundary layer identified from full-depth CTD casts in the 
BGR region of CCZ using three different identification methods: (i) mixed-layer quality index, (ii) poten-
tial temperature gradient threshold, and (iii) buoyancy frequency threshold. Refer to main text for detailed 
explanations of the methods

Date Station Latitude Longitude Depth (m) BML thickness (m)

QI-method 
(QI values)

��

�z
-method N2-method

2013-04-21 KM13-51 11
◦
48.41

′

N 117
◦
01.67

′

W 4152 420 (0.83) 232 255
2013-04-22 KM13-52 11

◦
48.96

′

N 116
◦
59.67

′

W 4148 378 (0.85) 377 360
2013-04-22 KM13-53 11

◦
52.18

′

N 117
◦
04.64

′

W 4136 135 (0.85) 182 125
2014-05-06 KM14-12 11

◦
21.58

′

N 117
◦
20.14

′

W 4274 442 (0.75) 417 300
2014-05-08 KM14-15 11

◦
12.17

′

N 117
◦
11.07

′

W 4228 123 (0.91) 260 125
2014-05-08 KM14-16 11

◦
14.87

′

N 117
◦
17.76

′

W 4230 68 (0.79) 320 297
2018-04-14 SO262-001 11

◦
55.78

′

N 117
◦
01.59

′

W 4083 250 (0.85) 220 195
2018-04-23 SO262-061 11

◦
51.63

′

N 117
◦
00.51

′

W 4115 199 (0.80) 236 200
2018-04-25 SO262-070 11

◦
50.61

′

N 117
◦
01.97

′

W 4129 347 (0.68) 305 143
2018-05-03 SO262-121 11

◦
50.59

′

N 116
◦
09.21

′

W 4157 85(0.85) 170 124
2018-05-10 SO262-164 11

◦
49.12

′

N 117
◦
33.10

′

W 4327 475 (0.81) 465 331
2018-05-12 SO262-169 11

◦
47.84

′

N 116
◦
32.36

′

W 4343 402 (0.81) 393 378
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where N is known as the buoyancy frequency, b is buoyancy, g is gravitational accelera-
tion, �0 is the reference density at 4000 dbar, � is potential density referenced to 4000 dbar, 
calculated from measured in situ temperature and salinity using the nonlinear equation of 
state in the Gibbs-SeaWater Oceanographic Toolbox [31, 32], and z is height above seabed. 
Note that z is positive upward. Field observations have found that vertical density gradient 
in the BML is generally smaller than in the interior ocean. In a recent attempt to map the 
global distribution of the weakly stratified BML, Banyte et al [16] used a vertical density 
gradient threshold of −1 × 10−5 kg m −4 to define the top of the layer. For consistency, we 
use the criterion N2 ≤ 1.0 × 10−7 s−2 to identify the BML and find that the BML is present 
among all sampling sites, with thicknesses between 124 m and 378 m. The average thick-
ness is 236 m, with a standard deviation of 96 m (Table 1). Note that van Haren [27] used a 
similar criterion of N2 ≤ 9.0 × 10−8 s−1 to define the BML in the same region of our study.

3.3  Abyssal flows

The bottom currents are weak with low-frequency motions over the duration of current 
meter record (Fig.  3). The mean horizontal flow speeds over the entire time series are 

(2)N2
≡

�b

�z
= −

g

�0

��

�z
,

Fig. 3  Time series of horizontal current speed and vertical velocity measured at SO262-005 ocean bottom 
mooring site. Black lines are original current speeds measured by the acoustic doppler current profiler, red 
lines are low-pass Gaussian-filtered current speeds with a cut-off frequency at inertial frequency
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0.0357 ms
−1 , 0.0349 ms

−1 , 0.0347 ms
−1 , and 0.0334 ms

−1 at 18.63 m.a.b, 15.63 m.a.b, 
12.63  m.a.b, and 9.63  m.a.b, respectively. Maximum bottom speeds are 0.12 ms

−1 , 
0.11 ms

−1 , 0.11 ms
−1 , and 0.10 ms

−1 at those heights, respectively. These bottom flow 
speeds are consistent with previous observations of O(0.01 ms

−1 ) near the bottom in 
the region [15, 17, 18]. The mean vertical velocities are −0.0018 ms

−1 , −0.0022 ms
−1 , 

−0.0025 ms
−1 , and −0.0028 ms

−1 at 18.63  m.a.b, 15.63  m.a.b, 12.63  m.a.b, and 
9.63 m.a.b, respectively. Throughout the recrod period, vertical motion tends to be down-
ward, with occasional upward vertical velocity above 0.0020 ms

−1 only at 18.63  m.a.b. 
Visually, the currents appear coherent over the bottom 20 m. Both low-frequency and small 
high-frequency features can be traced throughout the records (Fig.  3). Applying a sym-
metric Gaussian low-pass filter [40] with a cut-off frequency at the local inertial frequency 
( f = 3.0 × 10−5 s−1 ) to the current time series reveals low-frequency features with periods 
of motion between one and two months that likely reflect the passage of mesoscale eddies 
in the region, particularly between May and Sep 2018.

The near-bottom current at the site had a predominant heading direction either towards 
southeast or towards northwest (Fig. 4). At 18.63 m.a.b., approximately 35% of the horizon-
tal current measured had a heading in the southeast quadrant, and 27% had a heading in the 
northwest quadrant (Fig. 4a). Southeast and south-heading currents (with a bearing between 
135◦ and 180◦ ) are faster flowing than currents in other directions. The progressive vector dia-
gram shows that the current direction was initially towards southeast, followed by a westward 
flow with complex, anticyclonic patterns, and eventually southward and westward (Fig. 4b). 
The patterns of the current progressive vector at different height levels are nearly coherent, but 
the cumulative flows at lower levels (12.63 m.a.b. and 9.63 m.a.b.) appear weaker than those 
at upper levels (18.63 m.a.b. and 15.83 m.a.b.) and have a greater net eastward component. 
The discrepancies in the cumulative flow direction and pattern could be attributed to veering 
due to the presence of bottom Ekman layer [41]. Although historical analyses attempted to 
establish the bottom veering from near-bottom velocity measurements [15], the vertical spatial 
resolution of their records (4 m.a.b. and 50 m.a.b. as two lowest depth levels) was too sparse to 
illustrate veering within the bottom Ekman layer.

At this mooring site, the height of the turbulent Ekman layer hE in unstratified water can 
be calculated by [42, 43]

where f is the inertial frequency, U
∗
 is the frictional velocity, which has the following 

expression [4, 44]:

where U is the mean velocity of the flow away from the boundary, or the geostrophic 
flow in the ocean interior. In this study, while the lack of velocity measurements above 
18.63 m.a.b. restricts our ability to establish whether the mean flow velocity measured at 
this level could be considered a suitable value of U, historical studies of the region sug-
gests a speed of 0.05  m  s−1 can be considered a representative value of interior flow U 
[15, 17], which leads to an estimated Ekman layer thickness hE = 22 m. This suggests 
that all current velocity measurements were from within the bottom Ekman layer. In 
the northern hemisphere, the veering in the bottom Ekman layer is anti-clockwise look-
ing down, and thus the net northeast-ward displacement of the flow observed near the 

(3)hE = 0.4
U

∗

f
,

(4)U
∗
= U∕30,
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bottom (at 12.63 m.a.b. and 9.63 m.a.b.) with respect to the flow away from the bottom (at 
18.63 m.a.b. and 15.63 m.a.b.) is consistent with the theory for a bottom Ekman layer [44].

The horizontal kinetic energy spectra at all levels for the site are shown in Fig. 5. All 
spectra are red and have no significant low-frequency structure, and spectra of all depth 
levels appear near-identical. At higher frequencies, energy peaks at near-inertial, diurnal, 
semi-diurnal periods, as well as the first harmonic of semi-diurnal period. The near-inertial 
and semi-diurnal signals are most pronounced, and the displacement of the inertial peak 
towards higher frequencies could be attributed to the response to free vertical modes at 
depths, as shorter waves forced at the surface would dissipate before reaching the ocean 

Fig. 4  Directional plots of cur-
rent observations at SO262-005 
ocean bottom mooring site 
between April 2018 and March 
2019: a Rose diagram of current 
heading directions based on 
horizontal velocity components 
measured at 18 m.a.b; contour 
labels show the frequency of a 
particular direction out of all 
measurements. b Progressive 
vector diagram of currents at 
different measurement heights 
above seabed over the entire 
record duration
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bottom in the near equatorial region [46–48]. These findings are consistent with the histori-
cal studies in the CCZ [15, 17].

4  Discussion

The varying estimates of BML thickness at different sites in the study area affirms that the 
BML is not a steady, spatially homogeneous structure, and its dynamics may well affect 
the dispersal of fine sediment plumes that are generated from seabed mining vehicles dur-
ing their operations. Below, we discuss the following aspects of the BML observation 
presented in this study. First, the estimated BML thicknesses are compared with similar 
studies from other regions and theoretical model predictions. Then, we explore additional 
archived field data from a 1989 trans-Pacific hydrographic cruise in an attempt to establish 
the heterogeneity of BML in the eastern tropical North Pacific region. Next, we discuss 
how westward propagating mesoscale eddies passing through the region could contribute 
to the spatial and temporal heterogeneity.

4.1  Theoretical estimates

The height of the boundary layer, for a horizontally homogeneous flow over a flat topog-
raphy, depends on the effect of planetary rotation, stratification, and the unsteadiness of 
the flow [37]. Although horizontal advection appears to be an important factor in deter-
mining the height of BML particularly when the site is close to bathymetric features [36], 
one-dimensional models can be instructive in predicting the vertical scale of the boundary 
layer. Weatherly and Martin [49] used a one-dimensional second-order turbulence closure 
model to study the development of the oceanic BML and proposed a relationship between 
the frictional velocity ( U

∗
 ), local inertial frequency (f), and the buoyancy frequency (N) 

such that

Fig. 5  Power spectral density 
of the horizontal current speeds 
measured at SO262-005 ocean 
bottom mooring site. The inertial 
subrange of the energy spectrum 
lies between the inertial and 
buoyancy periods. Spectral 
density calculated using Welch 
method [45]
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where A is a constant with an approximate value of 1.3 over the range 0 ≤ N∕f ≤ 200 . 
Using Eq. 4 for U

∗
 , with U = 0.05 m s−1 , f = 3.0 × 10−5  s−1 and N = 3.0 × 10−4  s−1 , the 

thickness of BML is estimated 227 m from Eq. 5, consistent with the estimates from hydro-
graphic observations (Table 1).

The theoretical relationship appears to explain, to some extent, the discrepancy between 
the thicknesses of BML found in the CCZ in this study and those found in the deep western 
North Atlantic region based on potential temperature profiles. Detailed profiles of poten-
tial temperature and radon-222 measurements and in the Hatteras abyssal plain (depths > 
5500 m) revealed a turbulent BML with varying thicknesses between approximately 15 and 
60 m [4, 11]. Along Line W segment of the GEOTRACES North Atlantic transect (GA03) 
between the New England continental rise and Bermuda, Chen et al. [10] reported the pres-
ence of a well mixed boundary layer adjacent to the seabed with a thickness between 95 
and 105 m at various stations (depths between 3772 and 4926 m) with no obvious bathym-
etric features on the New England continental rise and the abyssal plain. These values are 
all smaller than the observations of BML in the BGR region of CCZ found in this study, 
the predicted value of BML thickness based on Eq. 5, and the historical estimates [15]. The 
difference can be explained by the apparent dependence of hBML on f based on Eq. 5, which 
yields a BML thickness of 44 m in the mid-latitude northern hemisphere ( 35◦N). This pre-
dicted value is similar to those documented in the Hatteras abyssal plain [4, 11] but half 
of those reported in the New England abyssal plain region [10]. Note that while this theo-
retical relationship appears to suggest some predictability of BML thickness based on its 
local inertial frequency and buoyancy frequency, it assumes flat topography and neglects 
horizontal advection that is an important process especially near topographic features [36, 
37], and predictions from this theoretical relationship cannot explain the global distribution 
of BML thickness [3].

4.2  Heterogeneity of BML

While the theoretical estimate appears to be consistent with the majority of our estimates of 
BML thickness in the BGR area, the large range of BML thickness found in the area high-
lights its transient and heterogeneous nature. This finding motivates further understanding 
of the spatial variability of BML not only within the local area, but also the wider region 
of the CCZ. A recent global synthesis study used CTD profiles archived by WOCE to esti-
mate the distribution of BML averaged in 10◦ × 10◦ bin [3]. However, it did not establish an 
estimated BML thickness for parts of the CCZ, including the BGR region and its vicinity. 
Here, we use additional full-depth CTD data archived from a WOCE Hydrographic Pro-
gramme (WHP) trans-Pacific hydrographic cruise R/V Moana Wave (from January to May 
1989) along 10◦ N transect (P04E) (Fig. 1) [50] in an attempt to map out the zonal distribu-
tion of BML across the eastern tropical North Pacific Ocean.

The vertical extent of the BML is illustrated by mapping the vertical � gradient and 
N2 , as in the Sect.  3.2 two operating definitions of BML based on these two properties 
were introduced: regions of the bottom water column where (i) ��∕�z ≤ 1 × 10−4 ◦Cm−1 
or (ii) N2 ≤ 1.0 × 10−7 s−2 , respectively. Zonal sections of ��∕�z and N2 reveal a heteroge-
neous BML along the 10◦ N transect, with a thickness up to O(1000 m) between 155◦ W and 
125◦ W, a region with bathymetry depths greater than 4500 m in the CCZ, and between 100 

(5)hBML = AU
∗
∕f
[

1 + N2
∕f 2

]1∕4
,
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and 90◦W , a region of bathymetric low between the East Pacific Rise and the Pacific coast 
of America Fig. 6. In these two regions, the surfaces of constant potential temperature and 
approximate isopycnal surfaces within 1000  m above the bottom show great changes in 
thickness along the section (Fig. 6 upper panels), similar to those profiles observed within a 
hilly region in the Madeira abyssal plain [37]. On the other hand, between 115 and 105◦W , 
an area between the Clarion Fracture Zone and the East Pacific Rise, the BML appears to 
be thin, with a thickness of O(10 m), and cannot be quantified visually on the zonal sec-
tions (Fig. 6 lower panels). Curiously, this finding appears inconsistent with our observa-
tions of BML from the CTD profiles recently collected in the BGR region, within the same 
longitudinal band and approximately 2◦ − 3◦ latitude north to the transect.

The apparently inconsistent findings in BML observation between P04E transect and 
CTD profiles from the BGR region can be attributed to the localised and transient nature 
of BML. This, in fact, is not surprising, as previous studies on the Hatteras abyssal plain 
in the western North Atlantic showed that the boundary layer thickness varied both spa-
tially and temporally with length scales up to ∼20 km [36], yet to date few studies have 
attempted to characterise such variability over basin scale based on hydrographic measure-
ments in detail. Richards [37] outlined that typically four processes can contribute to the 
horizontal variation of a benthic boundary layer: passing of a thermal front, isopycnal sur-
faces intersecting with a sloping bottom, synoptic scale eddies, and flow-topography inter-
actions. The transient nature of the BML was established in a numerical modelling study, 
where a second-order turbulence closure model was applied to study the development of 
the BML [51]. The study found that under the effects of a time-dependent oscillatory forc-
ing flow and an initially stably stratified density gradient, the timescale for BML develop-
ment was approximately 10 days, and the growth rate of the boundary layer was found to 
decrease with time [51].

Fig. 6  Zonal sections along the P04E transect: a potential temperature ( � ), b potential density, c vertical 
gradient of potential temperature, and d buoyancy frequency (as N2 ); in c and d, the colourbar limits are set 
to illustrate the presence of BML based on respective definitions (see main text)
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It is worth noting that van Haren [27] reported a BML with a thickness that varied 
strongly with time between 7 and 100 m, with a mean around 65 m, from shipboard CTD 
data collected in 2015 in the same BGR region. The turbulent nature of this layer is high-
lighted by the time-averaged turbulent diffusivities of up to O(10−2  m2  s−1) close to the 
bottom, two to three magnitudes greater than those in the interior above the layer [27]. 
While the range of estimated thickness is smaller than those found in this study, the val-
ues are similar to those inferred from P04E data. The transient nature, and the effect of 
lateral advection due to presence of local topography, of this layer can also be found in the 
potential temperature profile of SO262-169 site in this study (Fig. 2 right panel), where van 
Haren [27] attributed such step-like, sheet-and-layer structured stratification to the propa-
gation, breaking, and overturning of short length-scale internal waves near the buoyancy 
frequency. The association between a thicker boundary layer with complex bathymetry has 
been well documented. Based on observations in the Hatteras abyssal plain of the western 
North Atlantic [4, 35], Armi [52] inferred that stratified fluid could be advected towards 
topography from the interior by either mesoscale motion or the mean flow, subsequently 
forming mixed layers at the topography; these boundary mixed layers would then detach 
from the topography, advected along isopycnal surfaces, forming the sheet-and-layer struc-
tures. A laboratory experiment later showed that the distortion of isopycnals due to mixing 
near a sloping bottom would give rise to buoyancy forces that would tend to drive denser 
water upslope and lighter water downslope, enhancing boundary mixing [53]. As a result, 
topographic effect on BML variability is likely local yet profound, and the opportunistic 
nature of field sampling means that only snapshots of the BML are captured.

The short timescales for local BML heterogeneity suggest that local processes, such as 
the passing of abyssal thermal fronts and mixing at the interface between the mixed layer 
and interior, could play an important role and may deserve attention for further research. 
Mooring observations on the Madeira Abyssal Plain in the Mediterranean Sea found ben-
thic fronts ∼300 m wide with frontal surfaces tilted ∼ 10◦ and temperature difference of 
0.002 to 0.004 ◦C across the fronts [54, 55]. These benthic fronts are analogous to atmos-
pheric fronts and could form as a consequence of straining of mesoscale motions and the 
distortion weak horizontal thermal gradients, for example by flow interacting with topo-
graphic bumps, resulting in modifying the mixed layer properties over periods as short as 
one day [37, 55, 56]. Although there is no direct observation of benthic thermal fronts in 
the CCZ, their influence on BML variability cannot be ruled out, particularly for sampling 
sites close to each other with different BML profiles (Figs. 1 and 2). In addition, entrain-
ment and mixing of fluid at the interface between BML and the interior is another process 
that can contribute to variability over short time and length scales [37, 57].

4.3  Influence of mesoscale eddies

Mesoscale eddies that propagate westward over the region likely also contribute to the var-
iability of the vertical structure of the water column and, possibly, the variability of the 
BML. The eastern tropical North Pacific is one of the most eddying regions, typically at 
the mesoscale, in the world ocean [58]. Strong easterly wind bursts, channelled through 
gaps in the Sierra Madre mountains in Central America, are the main sources of forcing 
for eddy genesis [59]. Eddies that form as a result of these intense high-frequency winds, 
known as Tehuantepec and Papagayo eddies [60, 61], then propagate westward due to the 
latitudinal variation in the Coriolis parameter, i.e. the �-effect [62, 63], at an average trans-
lation speed of 12.5 cm s−1 [23]. Typically 4 to 18 cyclonic or anticyclonic eddies form off 
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the coastal region between southern Mexico and Panama from boreal late autumn to early 
spring, with anticyclonic eddies being stronger, lasting longer, and potentially penetrating 
deeper than the cyclonic eddies [64, 65].

The attribution of deep current variability to the passing of surface eddies in the region 
was first discussed by Kontar and Sokov [18], where the authors found that the cyclonic 
eddy signals could be traced down to the levels of 4500–4750 m, as reflected by strong 
abyssal currents with average speeds of 10–15 cm s−1 . More recently, Aleynik et al [22] 
found that the passing anticyclonic eddies at the surface partly contributed to the abyssal 
current variability in addition to tides and surface wind forcings. Comparing deep current 
property measurements and satellite altimetry data, Purkiani et al. [23] showed an enhance-
ment of deep-ocean currents with a lag of about three weeks in response to passing anti-
cyclonic mesoscale eddies in the surface near the BGR region. While recent field observa-
tions found that eddy-induced transport could penetrate down to 1500 m depth by strong 
anticyclonic eddies in the northeastearn tropical Pacific [66], to what extent and through 
what dynamical mechanism can these eddies affect the deeper water column remain to be 
elucidated. Field observations and modelling studies in the western North Atlantic and the 
Agulhas regions have shown that instability-driven cyclonic eddies could form a quasi-
barotropic vertical structure [67–71]. Instability-driven mesoscale eddies also occur in the 
northeastern tropical Pacific region [61, 65]. The barotropic and baroclinic instabilities 
of the North Equatorial Current induced by the low frequency components of the east-
erly winds, as well as the instability of coastal currents induced by poleward propagating 
coastal Kelvin waves, are additional generation mechanisms for eddies not directly associ-
ated with the Central American gap winds [65, 72, 73]. The passing eddies could affect 
the variability of BML thickness, if they could perturb the vertical structure of the abyssal 
ocean, by disturbing the isopycnals [37]. Using a theoretical model of a quasi-geostrophic 
two-layer fluid above a mixed layer, Richards [57] demonstrated that horizontal advection 
plays a dominant role in the dynamics and energetics of the BML. Savidge and Bane, in 
their study of surface-intensified deep cyclones in the western North Atlantic [74], noted 
that within a cyclonic eddy, horizontal convergence of the ageostrophic velocity field is 
associated with the increasingly cyclonic circular flow in the deep ocean, leading to upward 
vertical motion; conversely, horizontal divergence is associated with the anticyclonic circu-
lar flow at depth, leading to downward vertical motion. These phenomena are analogous to 
cyclonic and anticyclonic flows in the atmospheric boundary layer [75].

Although multiple records of bottom-current observations suggest that anticyclonic 
flow conditions near the seabed typically coincide with passing surface anticyclonic eddies 
[18, 22, 23, 76, 77], in an idealised model study on larval dispersal at the East Pacific Rise 
by a westward propagating anticyclonic eddy, Adams and Flierl [78], using a two-layer 
quasi-geostrophic model, demonstrated that a cyclonic eddy developed in the deep layer 
and accompanied the surface anticyclone propagating westward, in their words a “vertical 
dipole”, regardless of the initial conditions in the lower layer or topography in the numeri-
cal simulations. Paired vortices initially developed with an anticyclone to the west and a 
cyclone to the east, but the initial anticyclonic vorticity in the lower layer quickly decayed 
due to rapid radiation of Rossby waves [78]. However, observational evidence support-
ing this structure has yet to be established. While further research is needed, both through 
detailed field monitoring and theoretical modelling studies, it can be inferred that if anti-
cyclonic vorticity is present near the seabed, horizontal divergence is expected due to fric-
tion, accompanied by downwelling vertical motion; this could lead to depression of isopyc-
nals and, therefore, a decrease in local BML thickness. Vice versa, cyclonic vorticity near 
the seabed would lead to an increase in local BML thickness (Fig. 7).
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5  Effects of BML on plume dispersal

Of great interest is the potential effect of BML on the dispersal of resuspended sediment 
plume from the discharge of deep-seabed mining nodule-collecting vehicles operating at 
the seabed [14, 19, 20]. The discharged plume initially behaves as a high Reynolds num-
ber turbulent wake (with an outflow Reynolds number Reo ∼ O(106) ) upon its release 
from a collector vehicle. It is expected that following the initial discharge phase from 
the collector vehicle, the plume dynamics becomes a buoyancy-driven turbidity current, 
characterised by the presence of a high-concentration head followed by a thinner body 
[79, 80], with the magnitude of concentration estimated to be O(1 − 10 kg m −3) , assert-
ing a disturbance of 0.1% to 1% from the ambient water density [81]. The initial dis-
charge and buoyancy-driven phases then set the initial conditions for a passive transport 
phase of the plume. During this phase, three key processes are present: (i) advection of 
fine particles by background flows, (ii) gravitational settling of fine particles, and (iii) 
turbulent diffusion in the horizontal and vertical directions.

To gain a fundamental understanding of how the extent of benthic deep-seabed min-
ing sediment plumes varies with key environmental and operational parameters, Ouil-
lon et al. [21] derived a simple reduced-order model of particle transport. Their analy-
sis showed in particular that the interplay of vertical turbulent diffusion and settling 
plays a key role in setting the extent of plumes. However, their analysis was limited to a 
constant vertical turbulent diffusion. Here, we extend their analysis to include spatially 
variable turbulent diffusivities in the vertical direction, in order to study the potential 
role of BML on plume evolution. Following Ouillon et  al [21], the vertical transport 
equation writes as

(6)
�C

�t
− ws

�C

�z
=

�

�z

(

�z(z)
�C

�z

)

,

Fig. 7  Cartoons of the isopycnal displacements associated with abyssal anticyclonic and cyclonic flows in 
the northern hemisphere. The red/blue area indicates a region of anticyclonic/cyclonic vorticity in the deep 
water column. The thin, wavy dashed lines represent different isopycnalsurfaces, denoted by � ; note that the 
three-layer structure is only a schematic to illustrate continuous stratification in reality. The region between 
�L1 surface and the seabed represents a weakly stratified BML. The large arrows indicate the horizontal 
divergence/convergence and downward/upward vertical motions within the eddying region. Black dots in 
this near-bottom layer represent fine suspended particles. Small black circular arrows indicate entrainment 
and detrainment processes at the BML–interior interface [37]
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where C is the concentration of particles, t is time, z is height above seabed, ws is the set-
tling speed of particles, �z is the vertical turbulent diffusivity. To solve Eq. 6, we use the 
initial condition C(z, t = 0) = H(H − z) , where H is a heaviside function. Note that C is 
non-dimensional. At the bottom, particles are assumed to settle through without accumula-
tion, such that the lower boundary condition can simply be given by a zero gradient condi-
tion [21],

The upper boundary condition, on the other hand, is a free surface boundary condition 
such that there is no particle flux at the upper boundary, assuming that the top boundary is 
placed far enough so that it has negligible effect on the evolution of the vertical concentra-
tion profile [82],

As noted in Ouillon et al. [21], the interplay of settling and vertical diffusion results in a 
strongly non-linear evolution of the seabed particle concentration. Therefore it is more 
insightful to discuss the solution to Eq. 6 in non-dimensional terms. The solution of C can 
be expressed as a function of the non-dimensional vertical position z� = z∕H and non-
dimensional time t� = t

H∕ws

 , such that the equation (6), written in non-dimensional form, 
becomes

where Pez is the vertical Péclet number 
(

Pez =
Hws

�0
z

)

 for a particle settling at a speed of ws 
in a flow with a reference turbulent diffusivity of �0

z
 , and �(z) = �z(z)∕�

0
z
 is the ratio of the 

local turbulent diffusivity to the reference turbulent diffusivity. Following Ouillon et  al. 
[21],  Eq.  9 is solved numerically using a simple finite difference method. The diffusion 
term is discretised with a second-order central difference scheme, while the settling term is 
discretised with a first-order upwind scheme and integrated in time using the Crank-
Nicholson method.

Ouillon et al. [21] show that the temporal evolution of the seabed concentration of sus-
pended particles is controlled by the vertical Péclet number, which reflects the relative 
strength of settling to vertical diffusion, with a series of regime changes, in a one-dimen-
sional set-up with no differentiation of vertical layers. In order to represent the effect of 
BML on the interplay between vertical diffusion and settling, we expand the model to a 
two-layer model, with the lower layer representing the BML and the upper layer represent-
ing the interior ocean away from the boundary. The interface between the two layers at 
Hbml marks the upper limit of the BML. Since the upper layer has a diffusivity �1

z
 that is at 

least one or two orders of magnitude smaller than the diffusivity �0
z
 of the lower layer (e.g., 

[11, 27]), z = Hbml effectively acts as a lid that prevents the upward diffusion of suspended 
particles, and �1

z
= 0 can be assumed without loss of generality. We then introduce an addi-

tional non-dimensional parameter, the BML Péclet number Pebml =
Hbmlws

�0
z

 and investigate 
the sensitivity of the temporal evolution of seabed particle concentration to Pebml , under 
the same condition of Pez . Note that since Hbml ≥ H , Pebml is always greater or equal to Pez , 
if a constant value of ws is assumed.
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To choose a vertical Péclet number characteristic of the fine particles settling in the 
deep ocean, we assume a particle settling speed of 2 × 10−5 m s−1 , a vertical turbulent dif-
fusivity of 1 × 10−3 m s−2 , and a plume vertical length scale of 5 m [21]. These parameters 
give a vertical Péclet number Pez = 0.1 . Recall that the initial condition of the solution 
to Eq. 9 is a heaviside function, and the initial concentration of the plume is C = 1. The 
non-dimensionalised governing Eq. (9) for the two-layer set up is solved with a range of 
Pebml values. Note that the ratio between Pebml and Pez is effectively the ratio between the 
thickness of the BML imposed in the two-layer model and the thickness of the plume at the 
initial condition, when ws and �z are assumed constant within the BML.

Our results with Pez = 0.1 demonstrate that the temporal evolution of seabed concentra-
tion ( C(0, t�) ) is affected by the value of Pebml (Fig. 8). Qualitatively, C(0, t�) is initially con-
trolled by diffusion for all Pebml values. For Pebml smaller than 0.5, turbulent diffusion of 
materials upward appears to be limited by the presence of the upper bound of the BML act-
ing as a lid, and settling quickly becomes the dominant process instead, leading to a sharp 
decline of C(0, t�) , resulting in smaller values of C at the seabed. When Pebml is greater 
than 0.5 but smaller than 10, similarly, diffusion initially dominates the transport, but the 
transition from a diffusion-dominated regime to a settling-dominated regime occurs later 
as Pebml becomes larger, leading to an increase of C at the seabed with the increase of 
Pebml . These effects of Pebml on C(0, t�) indicate that the presence of BML could inhibit 
the upward diffusive transport and shorten the timescale over which a diffusion-dominated 

Fig. 8  Temporal evolution of the non-dimensional vertical solution C to equation (9) at the lowest vertical 
position (i.e. the seabed concentration), with an initial plume of Pez = 0.1 and Pez = 0.01 under different 
Pebml conditions. Note that Pebml becomes +∞ when the model considers only a one-layer domain and thus 
assumes no upper boundary for the BML
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regime transitions into a settling-dominated regime. Finally, as Pebml approaches 10 and 
larger values, C(0, t�) evolution converges with the model set up without the presence of a 
BML upper bound, suggesting that a BML with Pebml ≥ 10 does not affect C(0, t�) evolu-
tion of a plume that has a characteristic Pez = 0.1 . This suggests that when Pebml is suf-
ficiently large, either due to a large value of Hbml or ws (or both), the presence of strong 
stratification at the top of the BML may no longer affect the the evolution of the plume. 
Whether the BML affects the evolution of the plume is also a question of the sediment 
concentrations of interest. Indeed, while the case of Pebml = 5 is seen to deviate from the 
1-layer solution, it does so at relatively low concentrations (or high dilution levels).

The results with Pez = 0.01 show that for the same ratio Pebml
Pez

 , i.e. the same ratio of BML 
height to initial plume height Hbml

H
 , a lower value of Pez leads to a more pronounced effect of 

the BML. Indeed, as the Péclet number is reduced, so is the time scale of diffusion relative 
to the time scale of settling. Consequently, the plume is better able to stretch vertically, 
thereby encountering the top of the BML more quickly and at higher concentrations. In 
order to better quantify the dynamical regime in which the BML affects the concentration 
at the seabed, we define the time tdiv at which the 1-layer and the 2-layer case diverge from 
each other. For illustration purposes, tdiv is defined as the time when the concentration at 
the seabed in the 1-layer case is 50% larger than in the 2-layer case, such that at tdiv , a sig-
nificantly lower concentration is measured at the seabed as a result of the influence of the 
BML. To tdiv corresponds a dilution factor Ddiv = C(z = 0, t = 0)∕C(t = 0, t = tdiv) , which 
gives insight into how diluted the plume is by the time the BML starts playing a role at the 
seabed. The values of tdiv and Ddiv are shown in Fig. 9 as nonlinear functions of Pez and the 
ratio Pebml∕Pez (ensuring that Pebml∕Pez > 1 , see discussion above). A striking observation 
is that over a short range of values of Pez , the divergence time and dilution factor vary over 
a large range of values (note in particular the logarithmic scale in figure Fig. 9). This obser-
vation further highlights that the balance between vertical diffusion and settling plays a 
highly nonlinear role in the context of deep-seabed mining sediment plumes, as noted in 
Ouillon et  al [21]. It also shows that for small values of the Péclet number, for instance 
those associated with slow-settling particles, the BML is likely to play a key role, leading 
to significantly more rapid sediment deposition than in the 1-layer scenario. Table 2 illus-
trates this role of the BML by calculating the dimensional values of tdiv and Ddiv for 

Fig. 9  Dilution factor at divergence and time to divergence, determined by comparing the concentration at 
the seabed in the 2-layer scenario to concentration at the seabed in the 1-layer scenario
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realistic values of the operational parameters. We find the time to divergence varies 
between as little as a few hours, to over a year.1 Similarly, the dilution level varies from 
approximately 40 to nearly 1014 , further demonstrating that over a range of realistic param-
eters, the BML can either play a significant role on the evolution of the plume, or indeed 
play no role at all.

6  Conclusions

A weakly stratified, temporally and spatially variable BML can be identified in the German 
licensed area of the CCZ from locally collected CTD hydrographic data during a number 
of expeditions between 2013 and 2018 as part of the JPI Oceans Mining Impact environ-
mental monitoring programme. The local thickness of the layer varies between 68 m and 
475 m among different stations, with an approximate mean thickness of 250 m. The flow in 
this layer can be characterised by alternating southeast-ward and northwest-ward flowing 
currents with a mean flow speed of 3.5 cm s−1 within the bottom 20 m of the water column, 
likely within the bottom Ekman layer, and with energy peaks at near-inertial, diurnal, and 
semidiurnal frequencies. The finding is consistent with historical analyses [15] and con-
firms their speculation that a well-mixed bottom layer is present in the region. The mean 
thickness of this layer is found to be broadly consistent with the prediction based on a theo-
retical scaling relationship [49].

The observations of the BML in the study area highlight both temporal and spatial het-
erogeneity of the boundary layer. An attempt was made to characterise such heterogeneity 
over a broader spatial scale across the eastern segment of the tropical North Pacific tran-
sect (P04E) of a WHP trans-Pacific cruise from archived hydrographic data. Discrepancies 
were found in the thickness of BML estimated from site-specific CTD analyses and those 
mapped out using P04E cruise data near the study area (between 110 and 120◦W longitude 
range). The differences in the estimates emphasise the local and transient nature of BML 
and highlight the difficulties to capture the exact picture of this boundary layer based solely 

Table 2  Time to divergence and dilution factor at divergence, comparing the concentration at the seabed in 
the 2-layer scenario to concentration at the seabed in the 1-layer scenario. The range of realistic operational 
parameters reveals nonlinear changes in the role played by the BML

H (m) ws 
(

m s−1
)

�0

z
 
(

m
2s−1

)

Hbml (m) Pez Pebml tdiv (hr) Ddiv (–)

5 2 ×10−5 1×10−3 50 0.1 1.0 25.45 41.54
5 2 ×10−5 1×10−3 125 0.1 2.5 514.2 1653
5 2 ×10−5 1×10−3 500 0.1 10.0 8867 9.057×1013

5 2 ×10−5 1×10−2 50 0.01 0.1 3.138 38.10
5 2 ×10−5 1×10−2 125 0.01 0.25 74.32 240.3
5 2 ×10−5 1×10−2 500 0.01 1.0 1059 1975

1 Note that it is not implied that the model of Ouillon et al [21] can accurately consider the evolution of 
the sediment concentration over such time scales, but rather that tdiv varies nonlinearly with the choice of 
parameters.
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on opportunistic point sampling. The passing of benthic thermal fronts and fluid entrain-
ment at the mixed layer–interior interface likely contribute to the changes in local BML 
thickness, in addition to topographic effects, but the data available in this study is insuffi-
cient to determine this. Westward propagating mesoscale eddies passing the area could also 
affect the BML thickness by vertical motion and displacement of isopycnals in the water 
column, but further research is needed to elucidate the vertical structure of these eddies. 
For a more comprehensive picture of the BML, future dedicated deep-ocean field monitor-
ing programmes in the CCZ will be essential to establish the physical processes responsi-
ble for, and the influence of, BML variability over the temporal and spatial scales relevant 
to mining plume dispersal.

Although estimating turbulent mixing within and above this layer is beyond the scope 
of this study, one can infer that the presence of this layer may affect vertical mixing and 
ultimately the transport of fine-particle plumes released during deep-seabed mining opera-
tions that enter a passive transport phase. Indeed, by modifying a simple, reduced-order 
model of particle transport [21], we devise a two-layer model with two different values 
of vertical turbulent diffusivity in an attempt to study the potential role of BML on plume 
evolution. The findings suggest that both the timescale for a BML to affect the vertical 
dispersal of the plume and the level of dilution of the plume particle concentration are 
non-linear functions of the Péclet number of the initial plume and the Péclet number of the 
BML. With a range of realistic values of the parameters, the presence of a BML can vary 
significantly, and when the BML thickness is large, the effects of BML may be considered 
negligible. While caution is needed in the interpretation of our results given the simplicity 
and the theoretical nature of the model, these findings point to the importance of resolving 
the BML for accurate numerical modelling of the dispersal of sediment plumes associated 
with deep-seabed mining.
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